
 
Video Production 

Interpret This! 
 
In Hollywood, having to interpret and film a script that was written by someone 
other than yourself is very common.  For this project you and your group will film 
and edit a video using a script which Mr. T will provide for you. 
 
This video must be done in groups of 4-6 and is worth 80 points. It is due 
Thursday, August 29th. 
 
Criteria… 
-You must include all of the original dialogue. 
-You may alter character genders if necessary. 
-You may alter locations. 
 
Grading... 
 
-Title (5 Points) 
-End credits (Not included in 3 minute time requirement) (5 Points) 
-Editing technique (Good “Matching the Action”, good use of sound effects, etc.) 
(15 points) 
-Quality 

Audio (Is the dialogue clear and understandable?  Are there any distracting 
background noises?) (15 Points) 
Video (Is it focused and framed well?  Does it contain a variety of shot 
types, angles, and movements?  Do the shot types, angles, and 
movements convey the feeling/emotion that they’re intended to?)  
(15 Points) 

-Continuity (Clothing, props, etc. must be consistent) (15 Points) 
-Participation/Effort (10 Points) 

 

*Video must not contain any profanity, derogatory, or offensive terms or 
references to drug or alcohol use (this includes the music). 
 

 
Due Thursday, August 29th 

One video per group!  You choose the groups! 
*Please be sure and review your final video with all your group members prior to 
submitting!!! 

 



Project Checklist: 
(80 Points) 
 
-Title (5 Points) 
-End credits (Not included in 3 minute time requirement) (5 Points) 
-Editing technique (Good “Matching the Action”, good use of sound effects, etc.) 
(15 points) 
-Quality 

Audio (Is the dialogue clear and understandable?  Are there any distracting 
background noises?) (15 Points) 
Video (Is it focused and framed well?  Does it contain a variety of shot 
types, angles, and movements?  Do the shot types, angles, and 
movements convey the feeling/emotion that they’re intended to?)  
(15 Points) 

-Continuity (Clothing, props, etc. must be consistent) (15 Points) 
-Participation/Effort (10 Points) 
-Have all your group members viewed the final video?_____ 
 
Due Thursday, August 29th! 


